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ABSTRACT
An analysis of Naval Leadership training including: 1) a review
of the background and origin of General Order No* 21, 2) a survey
determination of the degree of implementation of the General Order
and, 3) a survey determination of the effects of a leadership
training program that stresses the guided discussion/ seminar tech-
nique. Implementation determinations are based on resoonses of a
sample representing eighty-eight various commands. Effects de-
termination is based on a sample of one hundred and twenty-six
respondents who have attended a formal four day leadership seminar
sponsored by Commander Fleet Air Wing THREE. This paper provides a





The necessity for leadership training cannot be widerstood by
the mere issuance of a directive such as General Order No 21 e
The leadership training requirement is more than a directive from
higher authority, it is an expression of a needo It is a reeognitioi
of the importance of acceptance of individual responsibility to the
attainment of the Navy*s mission*
Acknowledgement is made to Captain W. To Sutherland, USN, who,
through his sincere dedication and personal attention to the Fleet
Air Wing THREE Leadership Program, made many persons appreciate this
need*
Acknowledgement is also made to Captain Jo Co Young, USN,
Commander Fleet Air Wing THREE, who graciously permitted us to uti-
lize the records of the Staff Leadership Office and to conduct a
leadership survey in the squadrons under his commando Without this
assistance this study would not have been possibleo
Albert P« Lesperance
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
3« Every command and every major office and bureau of
the Navy Department shall, on a continuing basis, review its
leadership standards; each shall take effective measures to
improve them and shall develop an awareness of the need for
good leadership by providing programs for instruction in
leadership principles and practices©
General Order No« 21
A, The Problem ,
General Order No. 21 does not state that commands should institute
leadership training programs Jjf they are considered necessary, nor does
it state that leadership programs should be instituted at the convenience
of the command concemedo The General Order states that, H e «oeach eommanc
shall develop an awareness of the need for good leadership by providing
programs for instruction in leadership principles and practices ."
However, not withstanding the fact that the Secretary of the Navy in-
itiated this requirement and military commanders at all levels issued
supplemental amplifying instructions, the extent of implementation of
General Order No. 21 is questionable.
It is not uncommon to hear adverse criticism of the leadership
training requirement. Some say that it is not worth the effort, some
say it would be a desirable program if opeiational commitments permitted
more time, and still others say that it is just another burden on an

already pressing schedule. Regardless of what might be said, or what
justification for non-compliance is offered, the fact remains that a
General Order of the Secretary of the Navy remains in effect and must
be carried out.
That there is an indictment that a General Order of the Navy is
not being fully implemented warrants research into the truth of the
allegation and justifies an investigation into the need and effectiveness
of the program.
B. Purpose o
The Navy is a proud profession, traditionally steeped in loyalty
,
devotion to duty, and obedience to orders. However, there are indi-
cations that not all commands are presently complying with a General
Order issued by the Secretary of the Navy. The authors feel that this
apparent inconsistency and deviation from standards stems from two
causes; 1) a misconception of the intent of and the reasons for General
Order No. 21, and 2) an attitude characterized as nI tried it, but it
didn^t work." The "acceptance theory" supports our contention that the
successful implementation and the effectiveness of a program depends,
to a great extent, upon the recognition of the need and an understanding
of the value of the program. Accordingly, this research effort is
directed toward:
1. Providing a deeper understanding and appreciation of the
implications of General Order No. 21

2. Reviewing the incidents and trends that occasioned the promul~
gation of General Order No. 21. (Chapter III)
3» Providing information to support the contention that leadership
training is a "need" rather than just a "requirement o" (Chapters III^
IV, and V)
ty. Determining the extent of implementation of General Order Noo
21. (Chapter IV)
5c Determining the degree of acceptance and effectiveness of a
leadership seminar that incorporates the use of materials made
available to all commands by the Bureau of Naval Personnel. (Chapter V)
6« Determining the specific type of leadership program that is
most recommended by both officer and enlisted personnels (Chapters IV
and V)
7» Providing background information on the learning theory and
psychological involvement embodied in a small group seminar situation
in order that a better appreciation of the value of this technique may
be gained. (Chapter VI)
8. Compiling the total evidence into a single usable reference
work in the hope that some small contribution will be made to the
Naval service.
C. Assumptions .
It is the assumption of the writers that:
1. There exists a definite and continuing need for leadership

training within the Naval service*
2o Leadership training is too frequently understood to be a
"requirement" rather than a "needo"
3« Naval leadership programs are not currently being ad-
ministered in the spirit intended by General Order N©o 21 .
4. There exists an interdependence and an interrelationship
between moral responsibility and job accomplishment
•
5o Increased realization of moral responsibility will in-
crease combat readiness
•
60 The seminar technique can best provide the time,
atmosphere, and uninterrupted exposure necessary
to permit participc nts to probe the issue of moral
responsibility in sufficient depth to allow the in<=
dividual to ultimately realize his personal responsi-
bility.
?• The leadership seminar is the most effective and
efficient manner to stimulate thinking, self
appraisal, and attitude change—essential in-
gredients for self improvements
80 The seminar, employing group discussion and
individual participation, io more successful than
the formal lecture in overcoming resistance to
change.
9* To maximize the benefits of the man-hours spent in
leadership training, the seminar should be augmented
by a continuing program of periodic guided discussions*
10. The ultimate realization of maximum combat readiness 9
like any other objective, can be achieved most eco-
nomically by first fostering an increase in moral
responsibility.
D. Definitions .
The field of social science has no equal in the degree of variance
that exists in word meanings and interpretation. Accordingly, for the






That process whereby an individual
directs, guides, influences, or centrals
the thoughts, feelings, or behavior ©f
other human beings toward a particular
end*
The art of accomplishing the Navy w s
mission through peopleo It is th© sum
of those qualities of intellect, of
human understanding and of moral
character that enable a man to inspire
and to manage a group of people suc-
cessfully*
It is based ©n personal example > good
management practices, and moral re*
sponsibilityo
As a unit ©f the Armed Forces of the
United States
§
1 To support and defend the Consti-
tution against all enemies 9 foreign and
domestico
2o To insure, by timely and effective
military action, the security of the





vital to its interest
o
3o To uphold and support the national
policies and interest of the United States
<
4 To safeguard the internal se-
curity of the United States
.
Characterized by that which is right and
proper in consideration of both natural
law and autonomous good.,
The collection of ideals and principles
of conduct developed into personal
attitudes which, under the influence of
the will 9 prompt reactions in a habitual
manner®
That form of discourse which occurs when
two or more persons, recognizing a
common problem, exchange and evaluate
information and ideas in an effort to
solve the problem o Their effort may be
directed toward a better understanding
of the problem, or toward the develop^
raent of a program of action relative to
the p, oblanu

Seminar That method of purposefully analyzing,
investigating, and resolving problems
which primarily incorporates a series
of individual group discussions as its
central vehicle, interspersed and spiced
by formal lectures and/or other varie-
ties of training, in order to provide
background information and knowledge
with which to achieve a more meaningful
and intelligent discussion • No specific
time period is dictated, however, a
period in excess of three days is normalc
£• Summary *
The Secretary of the Navy has issued a General Order? however, it
is not being implemented throughout the Navy It is the intention of
this research to determine to what degree the order is being carried
out, to investigate the effectiveness of the programs that have been
initiated, to attempt to determine the best method of fulfilling the




APPROACH TO THE STUDY
A. Method of Collecting Data
In reviewing the needs, the implementation, and the effects of
naval leadership training programs, it became apparent that the study
would have to be conducted utilizing two separate techniques s 1) a
historical review of the origin of General Order Noo 21, including the
underlying need for increased emphasis on leadership and character
building training, and 2) questionnaire surveys to determine the iraple=
mentation and effects of leadership training programs as they exist
throughout the Naval service at the present timeo
!• Historical Review»
A search of selected literature from several sources within
the Department of the Navy, together with a wealth of amplifying in-
formation provided by one of the "Founding Fathers" of the program,
resulted in the historical background information presented in Chapter
in.
2o Questionnaire Surveys ,
Two questionnaire surveys were undertaken to answer basic
problems stated in this paper* One survey, Naval Leadership Question-
naire ONE, was designed to evaluate the degree of implementation of
General Order No<> 21 and to determine naval officers ©pinions of the
need for leadership programs; the second survey. Naval Leadership
1
Lieutenant Commander John Jo O'Connor, CHC, United States Navy<

Questionnaire TWO, was designed to evaluate the effectiveness of a
naval leadership program based on the leadership seminar/guided discussion
technique. In addition, there was some overlap of questions so that
comparisons could be drawn between the two respondent groups
•
B. Characteristics of the Respondents .
Naval Leadership Questionnaire ONE 9 to evaluate the degree of
implementation of General Order No 21 and to determine naval officers'
opinions of the need for leadership training, was completed by ninety-
five officers attending the Management Curriculum of the Uc S. Naval
Postgraduate School, Monterey, California • Responses to this question-
naire were based on personal opinion and observations made at the
officer's last duty station. These ninety-five officers represented
eighty-eight commands, with duty stations encompassing ships, aircraft
squadrons, staffs, U. S. and foreign shore stations, and Bureaus of the
Navy Department. Officers were of the line and the staff and of the
rank of lieutenant through commander.
Naval Leadership Questionnaire TWO , to evaluate the effectiveness
of a naval leadership program based on the seminar/guided discussion
approach, was completed by eighteen officers and one hundred and eight
enlisted men attached to the squadrons of Fleet Air Wing THREE, NAS
Brunswick, Maine*. To understand the characteristics of this group 9 it
is important to realize that all Fleet Air Wing THREE personnel attend
a formal four day leadership seminar conducted by the Staff Leadership

Office. The responses, therefore, are based not on vague ideas but on
the fact that each respondent personally experienced the seminar/guided
discussion approach to leadership training* To reduce bias, the re-
spondents were randomly selected from a group that completed the seminar
during a period approximately nine to twelve months prior to completing
the questionnaire e Due to the operational deployment of one squadron
,
no members attended the seminar during this selected period; accordingly,
an alternate period was selected such that respondents of this unit
completed the seminar approximately six months prior to the survey e
The specifics of the leadership program conducted by Commander
Fleet Air VB.ng THREE are described in Appendix A Suffice it to comment
here that the respondents fall into three categories? 1) Commissioned
Officers, 2) Petty Officers Second Class and above, who attended the
senior seminar with the commissioned officers and, 3) Petty Officers
Third Class and Non-rated Personnel, who attended the junior seminaro
There were some third class petty officers who attended the senior
seminar. The officers are of the rank of ensign through commander
,
with a high percentage of first tour junior officers© The enlisted
men vary from those recently out of basic training to Chief Petty
Officers, the highest percentage of the enlisted personnel being
second class and below.
An attempt was made to keep the percentage of respondents equally
divided among the five squadrons; however, due to the rank structure
10

of the training inputs during the selected periods, there is some
variation in number of respondents from each squadron and the rank/rat©
structure of the group from each squadron This inconsistency is not
considered a detriment to the validity of the information received o
Co Information Gathered o
To resolve basic problems stated in this paper 9 the surveys were
designed to determine the type of leadership programs that were in
effect at the various duty stations represented and the frequency of
individual participation in such programs • Further , an attempt was
made to determine response to leadership programs and to measure the
success of such programs by evaluating increases or decreases in de-
votion to duty, loyalty to naval service^ discipline , naval customs 9
cleanliness of spaces, and reenlistment rate<> Additionally, an attempt
was made to determine if personnel recognize a need for leadership
training and, if so, the type program most preferred o The survey
questionnaires and summation responses are attached as Appendices B
and Co
D. Collection of Data ,
The collection of data at the Uo S Naval Postgraduate School
offered no problems or difficulties « Respondents were requested to
retain anonymity, the only identifying characteristics being rank and
type of last duty stationo Inasmuch as information was based, in a
11

large part, on observations made at the respondents last duty station*
it is considered that affiliation bias is minimal
.
The questionnaires sent to personnel of Fleet Air Wing THREE pre-
sented a much different problem to insure anonymity and freedom of
response., The questionnaires were sent to the Commanding Officers
of the squadrons with a letter ensuring the protection of anonymity
of responses of the individuals as well as any composite impression
of the squadron that might be detected • Additionally 9 each question-
naire stressed the fact that no information would be used within the
squadron or the wingo Each respondent was requested to indicate only
his rank or rate c The variety of answers and the frankness of opinions
indicates that freedom of response was achievedo
£• Analysis and limitation of Data
The analysis of information is generally one of direct comparison
of responses and a further comparison of data of a sub-grouping that
existed within the overall group of respondents The only limitation
to the use of percentages or direct comparison occurs in the responses
of the officers of the Mangement group to questions pertaining to their
last duty stations This limitation occurs due to the fact that the
ninety-five officers responding represent only eighty-eight commands
In analyzing the responses to the first question, whether there was an
active leadership program at the officer's last duty station, it was
determined that of the ninety-five responses sixty-five percent answered
12

in the affirmative. When these responses were analyzed in terms of
the eighty-eight commands represented
,
the affirmative response was
reduced by only one percent—to sixty-four percent* Inasmuch as this
question relates directly with questions regarding the types of programs
in effect and the results and attitudes of those participating , it is
considered that the responses of the group can be interpreted on the
basis of direct comparison of the ninety-five responses without intro-
ducing any significant error.
F« Summary
In the approach to this study, every effort was made to select
respondent groups qualified by background and/or personal experience
to answer the question from first-hand knowledgeo Further, anonymity
was stressed to the maximum to arrive at unbiased responses The in-
formation was analyzed on its own merit and every attempt was made to
prevent the entry of any prejudice of the writers o Admittedly, some
of the questions have shortcomings in design! however, it is eon«
sidered that the information obtained as a result of these two surveys
is a valid indication of the views of the respondents on the need, the
implementation, and effects of naval leadership programs u
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5o The objective of this general order is to reemphaslze
and revitalize Naval Leadership in all its aspects s inspirational
^
technical j and morale Combat readiness requires that all persons
in authority observe in themselves the standards of moral behavior
and devotion to duty laid down in Navy Regulations • The Navy must
also develop and use new concepts of management and executive de~
velopment to ensure efficiency and the best use of people The
key to successful Naval leadership is personal attention and
supervision based on moral responsibility©!
In May of 1958 the above words were delivered , as part of General
Order No 21, to every command in the Operating Forces and the Shore
Establishment of the Navy, and to every major office and Bureau of the
Navy Department* Additionally, the order focused command attention to
the areas concerning
s
lo The personal example of behavior and performance set by
officers
•
2c The moral atmosphere of the command
«
3o The current standards of personal supervision of men 8 both
^Javaj. Leadership , Navy Department General Order No 21 , dated
17 May, 1958, p 1.
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in regard to management effectiveness and the development
of moral responsibility^ 2
B» Purpose .
It is the purpose of this chapter to explore the pertinent ba©k=>
ground and events leading to the birth of General Order No 21—to
determine the reasons the Secretary of the Navy felt the need for
issuing such an order
«
Co Background o
General Order N©o 21 did not just spring into being Rather , the
need for the creation and dissemination of the Order was the result of
a combination of factors which evolved to the point of its fruition in
1958o Looking back on the events leading up to the issuance of General
Order No 21 we see a host of interacting forces which contributed to
its birth
o
The post World War II period , rather than a time of disarmament
and a return to peace, developed into a period ©f cold war, interrupted
continuously by a string of limited hot warso This 9 necessarily , has
resulted in the maintenance of a relatively large peacetime Navy manned 9
in part, by young men from all walks of life fulfilling their obligation
of military service Many of these individuals were young men away from





"ahead of their years "
Due to these circumstances, there was cause for growing concern
over the moral and spiritual values of our men in service , and, on
26 May 1951 » the following memorandum was forwarded from the Secretary
of Defense to the military departments
§
It is in the national interest that personnel serving in the
Armed Forces be protected in the realization and development
of moral, spiritual, and religious values consistent with the
religious beliefs of the individuals concerned To this end,
it is the duty of commanding officers in every echelon t©
develop to the highest possible degree the conditions and
influences calculated to promote the health, morals, and
spiritual values of the personnel under their commando
This traditional responsibility of command is of ©special
importance at this time when the Congress is preparing to
broaden the base of inductions into the Armed Services
The people of this country have made it plain to both Houses
of Congress that they are determined that adequate effort be
made both in military installations and in adjacent com-
munities to safeguard the moral welfare of the members ©f the
Armed Forces • The Department of Defense, sharing this determi=>
nation, directs that increased efforts of commanding officers
be directed to insure the accomplishment of this objective
o
The above memorandum was not the creation of something new regarding
naval leadershipo As a part of their regular duties, all military
leaders have traditionally had definite responsibilities for the personal
welfare of the men and women under their authority o In defining these
responsibilities, United States Nayv^ Regulations directs that leader-
ship action be taken to safeguard and promote moral and spiritual
welfare • Article 0?02 A of the Regulations establishes the responsi-
bilities of the commanding officer, and others in authority, to set a
16

good exaraple s to inspect and correct conduct, and to promote and safe-
guard the morale and general welfare of personnel under their command e
Rather than a new, startling policy being developed by the
Secretary of Defense memorandum, a renewed emphasis and focus was plaeed
on morals and moral character within the Armed Forees—a reaffirmation
of the need for revitalizing the leadership the Navy has traditionally
demanded
o
While the memorandum of the Secretary of Defense was the in-
itiating factor for this renewed emphasis on morals within the Navy 9
there were concurrent feelings within certain factions of the Navy
itself that there was a need to re~emphasize leadership and moral
standards© It was evident that, for the foreseeable future, the United
States would have to maintain its armed forces at a level unprecedented
in its history. If millions of young men were to be separated from
the formative influence of home, family and church during the im-
portant years of late adolescence, regard must be given to their moral
developments As the then Commandant, First Naval District, expressed
it:
Large numbers of young men are currently entering the Navy 9
who, except for the partial mobilization due to world con-
ditions, would probably remain for several years within the
sphere of influence of their homes, where they would receive
valuable guidance in moral and spiritual standards In
addition, the increasing tempo and commercialization of our
American pattern of life, as well as the deliberate sub=
versive influences, have lessened the value of the home and
the schools as mediums for inculcating in youth self re«
straint and good behavior« In many areas, our youth is
17

not being grounded in the self imposed restraints , spirit^
ual values, behavior codes 9 and habits of industry that
were responsible for our becoming a great nation and are
indispensable to our very survivalo To all categories
of young men joining the Navy, therefore, the Navy itself
must act £n loco parentis o We must strive to develop
and maintain among young bluejackets high standards of
character and behavior* We must instill in them habits
of industry, thrift, loyalty and pride of citizenship
•
Whether they make the Navy a career or not, it must be
our goal to make them better men and better citizens
for having served in the United States Navy.!?
Added to the above feeling of responsibility was the increasing
awareness and concern held by many within the Navy that the standards
and behavior of the nation as a whole, and of its youth in particular,
were deteriorating
Below are facts and figures supported by FoBolo reports , eon=>
gressional investigations, reports to the Chief of Naval Personnels and
reports of various committees and commissions which generated this
concern
:
lo It is estimated that there are approximately 92*000 non~
judical punishments and 48,000 or more courts-martial
annually, at this time.
2 About 69,000 men per year are awarded some disciplinary
action—many are 2nd and 3^ time offenders o
3o Unauthorized absence occurs at a rate of about 80,000
per year, or 6,600 per month, ranging from a few hours
to more than 30 dayso Some 4,000 are determined as
deserters
o
3C0M0NE Instruction 17^3 -I, NDl/l?/p21, of 24 April, 1952-
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4o About 60,000 other military offenses are estimated as the
subject of disciplinary actions each year*, These would be
distributed approximately as follows s
a Insubordination - 9^000 cases
bo Larceny - 2,500 cases
Co Dereliction in duty (and related offenses) - l6 9 000
do Fighting (assault, battery, etco) - 2 9400
e Drunk and disorderly - 10 9 000 cases
fo Miscellaneous - 10 9 000
go Asleep on watch or post (and similar) <=> 1,200 cases
5« In a normal year, 11,372 men have received discharges
for punitive reasons, or for ur suitability or inaptitude.
6o During the last half of 1957 9 naval personnel confined
totaled 19 ,930
o
7« Continued problems caused by promiscuity 9 nshacking=up, w
venereal diseases, blackmarketing, community relations—*.
these tie up thousands of officer and man hours
80 Attitudes of indifference on the part of many men e complete
lack of interest in the Navy 9 and, in some instances 9 open
hostility eat away at morale and destroy esprit de corps
This is a grave matter • We saw how grave in Korea There
,
some 70$ of all military personnel are said to have col-
laborated with their Communist captors on at least one
occasiono The description given by the Chinese Communists
of the typical American fighting man is not a pretty one==>
in too many cases it may be true* They maintained that
the American military man had little or no concept of
moral values«-not even the basic difference between
right and wrong~-had practically no understanding of
American heritage—felt that he had been forced into
military service as though into slavery=«and wanted
nothing in the world but to get outo^
4
United States Navy, NAVPERS 15913* Effective Naval Leadership,
July 1958, pp. 8-9o
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One need only to have been assigned to a courts-martial board to
have been aware of the growing problem at hando Unclassified published
figures showed that in the United States Navy alone , on a M) hour a weel
basis, a courts-martial was beginning every 2-f minutes • Considering
the time, effort 9 and number of people involved in the conduct of
courts«=martials 8 this was a costly situation with many ramifications
which the U e So Navy could not affordo Further facts strengthening
the concern held by many officials in the Navy were the ever increasing
figures published in the bi-annual reports on juvenile delinquency and
juvenile crimes If these figures were meaningful , they indicated that
the Navy would have no easing of the courts-martial statistics in the
futureo Rather, all indications pointed toward future increases in
disciplinary action
o
The direct relationship and degree of correlation between problsans
in civilian life and the Navy's problem can quickly be seen by con-
sidering a study of a roajor retraining command which revealed, for
example, that of all the men confined over a five-year period, 85$ had
come from broken homes G * It was noted also that one out of every five
young men who were eligible for military service had a court record
^Ibidoa p llo
^fouth Leadership Cold War Workshop of New Englgndo "The Navy 9 s





In addition to the high costs involved 9 the Navy was worried over
these facts for another good reasono The potential manpower reservoir
was dwindling o The Navy, cognizant of its own findings and recalling
past experience of the Army and Air Force , considered it unwise t© take
people into military service who had a court record in their backgrounds
During World War II, due to the pressing need for men, the Army and
Air Force took in a considerable number of people who had court records
Later a follow up study was conducted • A random sample group of 1,450
military personnel was used and it was found, that in one tour of duty,
these 1,450 people, who had had a court record in their background prior
to entering the service, accounted for over 1,500 courts<=martials They
found that approximately 500 of them were in a military jail for 1&7
days during their one tour of duty Q Additionally , they found that 600
of them were absent without leave for 87 days Clearly, when combat
readiness depends upon individuals being on station 9 prepared to fight
at a given moment, they can't be in the brig or over the hill-=in short
,
they cannot be undependable and irresponsible • As a result the Navy
was attempting to pursue a policy of high seleetivity»~resulting in a
reduced source of available manpower • This shortage of manpower ne=
cessitated the need for the development and use of managerial techniques
which would ensure the most efficient use of available personnel
The Navy's policy of high selectivity was adopted not only as a
result of the existing caliber of available manpower, but reminiscent
of the performance of past servicemen exposed to the pressures of the
21

Communist prisoner-of~war camps during the Korean aetiono Colonel
We E Mayer, an Army psychiatrist closely associated with the re~
patriation and rehabilitation programs of our POW°s pointed out that
in a particular group of *f,000 American POW 9 s 9 about 1 out of every 3
was guilty of collaboration with the enemy in some degree 9 be it
writing anti-American propoganda or informing on comrades , and even
to the extent of outright murder of fellow prisoners '
Doctor Mayer, in analyzing the above performance , established as
basic defects, among other things, the following as attributable to the
breakdown of personal and military disciplines
First, in the area of character development and the development
within young people of an internalized system of discipline >
Second, in the area of general education, particularly education
about the American democracy, which, I think 9 has suffered at the
hands of those who cry havoc at any hint of what they choose to
label "national! sra<, H
Third, in the area of military preparedness, which in the minds
.
of a great many people resolves itself simply into a program of
mechanics, ballistics, push buttons and guided missiles rather
than emphasizing the moral and characterologieal elements in war °
These, then, were the major factors motivating the issuanoe of
General Order Noo 21 in the Navy? The social and political climate of
our country at the time of inception of General Order No c 21; the
^Eugene Kinkead, Igi Every War But One (New York: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1959), pp° 16-17 o
"
Leadership Readings (Monterey, California? General Line School,
U. So Naval Postgraduate School, undated), p c 15o Mimeographedo
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alarming and continuous rise in juvenile delinquency in the civilian
society from which the Navy received its inputs ; the statistical
evidence of the ill effects of such inputs^ in regard to costs and
effectiveness^ the resulting impediments to combat readiness ; the
international situation, resulting in the necessity for improved
utilization of manpower; the necessity for continued emphasis @n th®
development of moral values of the individual in the Navy; and the
renewed focus on the necessity for greater moral character and
discipline, supplied by the studies resulting from thi& repatriation
and rehabilitation of Korean War prisoners
o
While these were the contributing elements resulting in the need
for and establishment of General Order No 21, let us now analyze th©
factors that determined the make up of General Order N© 21 What were
the propositions and assumptions of its authors? On what theories of
leadership was it built? Is it valid? Is it practical?
The Navy made the assumption that the factors stated abeve, which
lead to the need for General Order Noo 21 , were primarily symptomatic
in nature—not the basic problem • As a result it was determined t©
get to the root of the problem=«=not simply provide a treatment for
the symptom o Therefore, in the early 1950 9 s 8 especially as a result
of Korea, the Navy made a concerted effort to determine what was
beneath these problems • In 1953$ several officers were assigned by
the Chief of Naval Personnel to do nothing but roam throughout the
Naval Establishment c They had no duties other than to ride with the
23

fleet wherever it vent—submarines to carriers , North Atlantic to the
Mediterranean, to jump from ship to ship 9 to talk and mix with endless
numbers of Commanding Officers, Executive Officers, and others in au~
thoritative positions, to talk with enlisted men—old salts and the
17 and 18 year olds brand new in the Navy Their identity and the
purpose of their mission, was not disclosed • It was their mission to
determine what was going on in the minds of the men in the Navy—how
were these men reflecting the culture from which they had come into
the Navye This same thing was being done concurrently in Japan and
throughout the continental limits of the United States
.
After an initial period of many months of simply observing, talking
and listening, these teams met to try to discern the underlying causes
of overt problems, and to develop an approach which would meet these
underlying causes. These meetings resulted in the determination of
three areas that caused concern: 1) A profound change in our traditions
in the United States, 2) The growth of a tremendous emphasis on group
togetherness, and 3) Relativity in morals « It was found that con-
formity and lack of individualism and character were dangerous trends
receiving increased momentum., The readiness with which individuals
were willing to hedge and distribute their responsibilities t© th©
group was alarming. The group norm was the standard of moralityo An
••everybody does it" kind of morality was developinge Here, then, was
the basic problem confronting the Navy—the need for generating and
furthering the development of moral values, moral character and
Zk

emphasis on the inherent dignity of the individual . These were the
propositions and assumptions of the authors of General Order Noo 21
It was determined that the above goals could best be achieved
through an active moral leadership program • The emphasis was to be
on the personal moral responsibility of the individual • It was
reasoned that this could best be accomplished through the example of
people in leadership positions. It was recognized that the development
of moral value and good character could not be forced on people
o
Rather a persuasive, example-setting type of leadership was called for
While the Navy is traditionally authoritarian by nature^ the immediate
problem was not to be solved by the employment of authoritarian prin©i=
pies of leadership Instead, the emphasis was placed on persuasive
leadership aimed at producing intelligent followershipo This
relationship necessarily demands character development, and character
development cannot exist without moral responsibility. Therefore , the
responsibility of the naval leader, incorporates the responsibility for
moral leadership.
With the creation of General Order No 21, therefore, came a re-
newed emphasis on the responsibilities of the Naval Leader c Be he a
commissioned officer or a petty officer, the emphasis was to be on the
development in his men of the qualities of character which would assure
loyalty to principle and moral courage—a sense of moral responsibility
c
Certainly this is a valid and practical goalo The Navy man must
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be of such character as vill assure disciplined obedience and loyalty
to principle under the most trying circumstances = Be it in times of
peace or war, all military training is for war More important<=«all
training is of individual raen« Since men are dynamics the training
of men must be dynamic <>
The Navy needs and expects outstanding character in both its offi-
cers and men.. Obedience, integrity, responsibility and the other
traditional qualities of character are essential to its effective
functioning
•
At the same time, the above qualities are concurrently and con-
tinuously the personal needs of the individuals in the Navyo It is
the desire of the nation and the Navy, as well as the right of the
individual navy man, that he be offered the opportunity and guidance
for the development of his self imposed and self accepted moral values c
As Goethe once said:
If you treat an individual as he is 9 he will remain as he
iso If you treat him as if he were what he could be and
ought to be, he will become what he could be and ought to
be*
D» Summary
This chapter has been devoted to exploring the pertinent baek=
ground and events leading to the creation of General Order No 21
The intent of the Order was to reemphasize and revitalize Naval
Leadership in all of its aspects; inspirational 8 technical and morale
To this end, all conm.anding officers were directed to focus attention
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on the areas of personal behavior and performance set by officers
v the
moral atmosphere of the command, and the current standards of personal
supervision of men, both in regard to management effectiveness and the
development of moral responsibility.
The historical summary of the events and factors evolving to
prompt the issuance of General Order No. 21 were developed and shown
to includes The social and political climate of our country during the
years preceding General Order No© 21; the alarming and continuous rise
in juvenile delinquency in the civilian society from which the Navy
received its inputs; the statistical evidence of the ill effects of
such inputs, in regard to costs and effectiveness; the resulting
impediments to combat readiness; the international situation*, which
dictated the necessity for improved utilization of manpower; the ne~
cessity for continued emphasis on the development of moral values of
the individual in the Navy; and the renewed focus on the necessity
for greater moral character and discipline , supplied by the studies
resulting from the repatriation and rehabilitation of Korean POW 9 s
Additionally, the factors determining the make-up of General
Order No. 21 were analyzed • The Navy determined that the process of
moral decay is a vicious circle, with the interaction of individuals
and society afflicting each other. Likewise, the Navy reasoned, the
process of moral revitalizatdon can also be contagious. It was this
philosophy on which the Order was designed • Emphasis was placed on
leadership by example. Each person in the naval service was to be
2?

called upon to review his own personal behavior, his precepts, his
example, and his sense of moral responsibility o The emphasis was t©
be on the personal moral responsibility of the individual
.
General Order No. 21 was written to counter the adverse social 9
cultural, and moral standards that were evolving in our society <=
This evolution of standards, being dynamic, demanded a countering





EXTENT OF IMPLEMENTATION OF GENERAL ORDER NOo 21
"The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars,
But in ourselves . .
"
—Skakespeare, Julius Caesar
Act 1 9 Scene 2
A. Introduction .
The objective of General Order No 21, dated 17 May 1958 e is
nto reemphasize and revitalize Naval leadership in all its aspeetss
inspirational, technical, and moral." The action specified to achieve
this objective requires that "Every command in the Operating Forces and
the Shore Establishment shall integrate into their training programs s
on a continuing basis, both the technical and moral principles and
practices of leadership." On 1 May I963, General Order No 21 was
revised by Secretary of the Navy, Korth, and the training requirement
was expressed in the following manner:
Every command and every major office and bureau of the Navy
Department shall, on a continuing basis, review its leader-
ship standards; each shall take effective measures to
improve them and shall develop an awareness of the need for
good leadership by providing programs for instruction in
leadership principles and practices,,
The requirement for leadership training is clear; it shall be
provided on a continuing basis and in every commando In support of
requirement, the Bureau of Naval Personnel published a considerable
variety of leadership material, the core of which might be considered
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to consist of § Effective Eivision Officer Leadership . NavPers 15914s
Principles and Problems of Naval Leadership t NavPers Iffiki Guided
Discussion ^ A Tool for Effective Leadership
,
NavPers 15,932 s and
Leadership Discussion Guides . Officer - NavPers 15915A. 15915 A-l. and
15915A-2 ; EtvH st.aH - NavPers 15916-2 (three increments) These ma-
terials provide guidance for positive action toward leadership improve^
ment through a coordinated progran.j however , their use is not
mandatory o General Order No. 21 requires only that a program be pro-
vided for instruction in leadership principles and practices
To evaluate the degree of implementation of leadership training 9
Naval Leadership Questionnaire ONE was distributed to the officers
attending the Management Curriculum of the U So Naval Postgraduate
School. The characteristics of this group are described in Chapter Hf
suffice it to repeat here that these officers represent eighty-eight
commands encompassing ships, aircraft squadrons, staffs, shore stations,
and Bureaus of the Navy Department. Li&itations to the statistical
analysis of data provided by this group are set forth in Chapter H,
paragraph E«
An analysis of the more significant aspects of this survey is
contained herein. A complete summation of responses is set forth
in Appendix Bo
B. Implementation .
( Question 1 ) Was there an active leadership program at your last
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duty station which emphasized the elements of General Order N©o 21 ?
Y«s 62 No 33
The statistical comparison of the responses to the above question
indicates that approximately one out of three commands fail to carry
out an active leadership training program; however 9 the use of the
"active" was an unfortunate adjective inasmuch as it may be interpreted
differently by different people. Accordingly, the thirty-three ©ff±<=
cers who responded "no" to question 1 were identified as Sub=group
ONE so that a more detailed analysis could be made c Frequent reference
to this sub»group will therefore be madeo
Co Leadership Programs in Effect »
( Question 2 ) Did members of your last duty station attend formal
leadership SEMINARS conducted by the commando leadership teams or
senior commands ?
















Of the thirty-three members of Sub-group ONE, five indicated
attendance at seminars,,
(Question 3 ) Was there a continuing program of guided_dis©ussi©ns
conducted within your last command ?










Of the thirty-three members of Sub-group ONE, one indicated dis-
cussions were held weekly, one bi-monthly, and five monthly . Inasmuch
as those in Sub-group ONE indicated that there was no active program
of leadership which emphasized the elements of General Order N©o 21 $
it is undeterminable as to the exact substance of their programs o Thm
remains, however, the fact that a total of twenty-three members of the
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sub-group indicated that: 1) no program existed^ 2) no seminar parti=
cipation occurred , and 3) no guided discussions were conducted « That
one out of four commands fall in this category is considered signifi
D. Worth of Guided Discussions and Leadership Seminars
.
(Question 6) Do you consider a leadership program which utilizes
frequent guided discussions ;
Worth the effort Yes No No reply
Entire group 78 12 5
Sub-group ONE 25 8
(Question 7) Do you consider a leadership program which,, requires
a high percentage attend a formal three or four day leadership seminars
Worth the effort Yes No No reply
Entire group kO hZ 13
Sub-group ONE 15 12 6
From the above, it appears that most naval officers (82$) consider
the guided discussion approach to leadership worth the time and effort
that is involved, however, their views on the seminar are almost equal!]
split. An analysis of the enlisted view toward the leadership seminar
is set forth in Chapter Vo
E. The Need for Leadership Training .
(Question 10) Do you consider that a need exists for a
i
Naval
Leadership program within the Naval service s
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A further analysis of this question is included in the next chapter.
F. Type Leadership Recommended .
If leadership training is to reach the enlisted man, it must b®
provided or supported by his division officer , department head v ©r
commanding officer. If this training is to be effective, it must be
a program that both the officer and the enlisted participant considers
worthy of the time and effort required*, Accordingly , the respondent
groups were asked to describe the type leadership program that was
considered to be most effective
o
The variety of responses of the officer group does not lend itself
to compilation without sacrificing the significance of the meanings
therefore, the complete responses are included in Appendix Be In
general, however, well over one-half of the officers recommended a
seminar or guided discussion type training program The next most
significant recommendation was an increased emphasis on personal
example on the part of the officers and senior enlisted personnel
o




Although this survey indicates a positive recognition of the need
for leadership training, it also indicates a lack of implementation cf
General Order No 21. Ninety-three point five percent of the officers
agree that a need exists for leadership training, but only sixty-five
percent of the commands had an active program? eighty-two percent ©f
the group consider guided discussions worth the effort , but only sixty*
eight percent conducted discussions; and less than sixty percent of the
commands represented had personnel attend leadership seminars
.
That two out of three of these commands failed to have an active
leadership program indicates either an unwillingness to devote the
time and effort necessary to develop the maximum potential of the





EFFECTS OF THE SEMINAR/GUIDED DISCUSSION APPROACH TO
NAVAL LEADERSHIP
While the Navy can't be responsible for the development
of young people before they reach the age of military service &
it definitely has a responsibility for them, and to their
parents and the country, once they have entered the service
It means the old business of the Heads ©f Department picking
up the ball after the Commanding Officer has tossed Itf and
so down the line And, if our efforts are to be successful,
it means that all hands must follow through A-
Ho P. SMITH
Vice Admiral, Uo So Navy
The Military Establishment takes it for granted that moral
development is possible at any age© If character were fixed 9
or "set," at a certain age, then nothing could any longer
affect it.2
A. Introduction o
Commander Fleet Air Wing THREE has "picked up the ball" of moral
development with a leadership program that reaches every member under
his command. Through the medium of a four day seminar, the tenets of
leadership are discussed in a program which encompasses General Order
No. 21 in a manner designed to combine the inspirational, technical
,
and moral aspects of leadership,. The "ball" is then passed to the
^-Effective Naval Leadership ,, A Message to Commanding, .Officers
from the Chief of Naval Personnel , NavPers 15913 (Washington!
Government Printing Office, 1958) Forepageo
2Moral Leadership . NavPers 15890 (Washington! Government Printing
Office, 1957), p. 171.
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Commanding Officers of the five patrol squadrons for continuation of
the leadership program through use of the guided discussion and ©the^
appropriate activities,, A detailed description ©f the Fleet Air Wing
THREE Leadership Program is contained in Appendix A
In view of the scope and magnitude of the leadership program
ducted by Commander Fleet Air Wing THREE, there exists a valuable
opportunity to attempt to measure the effectiveness of the seminar/
guided discussion approach to Naval Leadership,, However , how can
measure an increase of moral responsibility or an increase in devotion
to country, service, or fellow man? Can the participants, himself
,
realize that some of the basic tenets of moral responsibility being
exposed to him, and possibly being refuted by him, may lay dormant
until some tragic moment of truth when he is called upon to act?
There can be no accurate measure of the full impact of a program whieh
stresses basic truths, but there are indications of the acceptance and
effectiveness of the overall program • It is to measure these indications
that this analysis of Naval Leadership Questionnaire TWO is directed
o
Naval Leadership Questionnaire TWO was sent to one-hundred and
twenty-six members of Fleet Air Wing THREE C This group was composed
of eighteen officers, sixty senior enlisted personnel of the grade of
second class and above, and forty-eight junior enlisted personnel v
composed mostly of non-rated personnel • As stated in Chapter II,
respondents were, for the most part, selected in a random manner
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from a group that attended the Leadership Seminar nine t© twelve
months prior to receipt of the questionnaire • The analysis contained
herein is restricted to those responses considered signifieanto A
summation of responses to all questions is attached as Appendix Co
In addition to the analysis of Naval Leadership Questionnaire
TWO, comparisons will be drawn from the results of similar questions
asked of the officer group attending the Management Currieulum 9 Uo So
Naval Postgraduate School • Sub=group ONE, referred to herein,
tinues to indicate that group of officers of the Management
who indicated that no active leadership program existed at their last
duty station
•
A. The Seminar and Moral Responsibility e
( Question 1 ) General Order No 21 stresses moral responsibility
as an element of naval leadership o Did you„ through attendance at
four-day Fleet Air Wing THREE Leadership Seminar
s
gain a new or in
creased insight to moral responsibility;
Yes 95 No 29 No reply 2















C. Personal Performance of Duty
( Question k ) Do you consider that
mi
your personal pexfj^rj^jjcj^of




Entire groups k5 (36£) 75 8 (6J6) 1
Officers: 4- (22$) 11 3 (16W
Senior enlisted: 22 (37$) 36 1 (1.6$) 1
Junior enlisted: 19 (400) 28 1 (2.10)
It can be noted above t that the younger, non-rated
the highest percentage of responses in the "Improved" ©at@gory Th@
comparison of percentages of those receiving an improvement versus a
decreased performance of duty as a result of the seminar is strong
evidence of the worth of the senimar program
D. Worth of Seminar o
( Question 5 ) Did you* at the time that you completed the FAW~>3
Leadership Seminar , consider it :










A significant increase is noted in the number of affirmative re-
sponses of the younger, non-rated group. Of those responding, 53$ of
the officers, 76.$1o of the senior enlisted, and 83$ of the junior enlisted
considered the seminar "worth the effort."
Responses to Question 6 . a similarly structured question which
&sked for an opinion based on the fact that many months had elapsed
since attendance at the senimar, revealed no significant change.
Of interest to the analysis of "worth the effort" of the seminar
approach is a review of the responses to a similar question by the
Management group.
( Question 7 - Questionnaire ONE ) Do you consider a leadership
program which requires a high percentage attend a formal three or four
day leadership seminar :
Worth the effort : Yes 40 No 42 No reply 13
Generally a waste of time : Yes 29
The comparison of these two groups indicates a high degree of
correlation between the officer groups at Fleet Air Wing THREE and at
Monterey. Although the officer groups are almost equally divided on
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their opinion of the "worth" of the leadership seminar, the enlisted
personnel indicate their approval of the technique by a margin of almost
four to one.
E. Evaluation Considerations *
In the interpretation of the statistics of this study, and es-
pecially the responses to the next series of questions, there are two
factors that the person unacquainted with NAS Brunswick, Maine, should
consider. Whether these factors had any influence on the actual re-
sponses will never be known, but it is considered pertinent that they
be listed.
a. Three of the four hangars from which the squadrons operate are
relatively small, World War II, wooden frame structures which are
difficult to maintain and limited in adequacyo Living spaces, on the
other hand, are of relatively new construction.
b. The working conditions at NAS Brunswick are greatly hampered
by the adverse and severe winter conditions. The limited hangar space
further aggravates this situation due to the necessity for frequent
outdoor work in extreme weather.
F» (Question 3 ) In comparison to other duty stations at which you
served, check each item below as it applies within Fleet Air Wing THREE :
More Less About same No reply
Loyalty to the Naval Service: 22 13 86
Loyalty to unit: 36 30 5^ 6
Devotion to duty: 27 20 73 6
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In each case in the aforementioned questions 9 the junior enlisted
group has exhibited significantly larger percentage of responses in the
"less" category, whereas the senior enlisted group and the officer
group have a correspondingly larger percentage of the "more" re-
sponses •
More Less About same No reply
Compliance with naval
customs: (saluting, etc) 28 41 50 7
Interest of Divo Officers/




















Cleaner Less clean Same No reply
Cleanliness of living
spaces: 53 12 55 6
Cleanliness of work







Work standards: 33 23 64 6
G. The Need for Leadership Training .
( Question 11 ) Do you consider that a need exists for a naval
leadership program within the naval service s
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% Yes - of those
Yes No No reply responding
Entire group: 81 Zk 21 77
Officers? 12 2 k 86
Senior enlisted? 36 13 11 73-5
Junior enlisted? 33 9 6 78o5
To a similar question, the officers at Monterey responded?
Yes No No reply i Yes
Entire group? 86 9 93.
5
Sub-group ONE? 28 5 85
A high correlation of recognition of the need for leadership
training is apparent among all groups*
H. Type Leadership Program Desired
As a follow-up to the question of the need for a leadership program,
respondents were asked to indicate the type program that they con*
sidered to be most effective This question was a fill-in type question
allowing wide latitude of response; accordingly, categorizing replies
required a degree of interpretation of responses.) It is believed that






Seminar 2 11 17
Seminar (at unit level) 3
.
e
«wninar (1 day) 1
Seminar (1 day,
quarterly refresh) 1




interest to enlisted) 1 2
Guided Discussion (Division




General talk around shop 1
Program on squadron level 2
Less talk, more action 1
Emphasis on traits of
great leaders 1
Moral responsibility 2
Program for officers with
yearly refresher 1
Emphasis on enlisted
personal standards 1 1
Program of leadership
principles instead of
moral responsibility 1 1
Better example by officers
and petty officers 2 2
More subtle program worked





Code of Conduct 1
Reply not meaningful or
not understood (i e«
oral type) 5
Don't Know 1 2
No reply 2 14 10
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I. Individual Opinions to the Seminar Approach to Leadership
( Question 3/j} ) Please make a short statement as to your opinion
of the Leadership Seminar approach to leadership trainings
The above question, which required an original reply rather than
the selection of a proffered response, has yielded some of the most
meaningful observations on the seminar/guided discussion approach to
naval leadership trainings Some respondents praised the seminar,
others "took it to task," but each offered his original, and in many
cases, thoughtful appraisal of the seminar o Each response indicates
the thoughts and views of one who has been exposed to the seminar/
guided discussion technique,. All leadership training is ultimately
aimed at the individual, and it is what he thinks about the training
approach that is important to the progress of the overall program,.
Unfortunately, these responses cannot be categorically grouped
and still provide the reader with a meaningful interpretation of the
results. They can, however, be generalized into the broad groupings?
favorable, unfavorable, general statement, and no reply. This grouping
will be shown on the following page, but the reader is encouraged to
review the complete responses in Appendix Co These responses cover
several pages, but they merit the attention of anyone interested in
gaining an insight into the individuals* viewpoints, not only on the
seminar, but on leadership in general*,
To permit the reader to interpret the differences of opinions and
the difference of acceptance of the seminar by various groups of
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people, the responses to this question, Question 13, Appendix C, are
arranged by officer, senior enlisted, and junior enlisted responses <>
Generalized responses indicate the following t
( Question 13 ) Please make a short statement as^tp your opinion
of the Leadership Seminar approach to leadership training:
Favorable Unfavorable General No reply
Officers 9 8 11
Senior enlisted 34 5 7 14
Junior enlisted 25 8 5 10
J. Recommended Duration of a Leadership Seminar ..
As a concluding analysis of Naval Leadership Questionnaire TWO,
and the effects of the Seminar/Guided Discussion approach to naval
leadership, it is considered appropriate to review the responses to
"Your recommended duration of a seminar »" (Question 6)
Senior Junior
Recommended Seminar Length Off. Enl. Enlo Tot.
Days
1 4 5 10
1 1 2 3
2 3 3
3 4 2 6





1 (5 days) 2 10 7 19
2 11 15 26
3 1 1
4 V 1 1
More often 1 1
No reply 6 22 18 46
TOTAL 18 60 48 126
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Of significance in the analysis is the fact that of the 71 re-
sponding to the question, 49 recommended a program of k days or more.
Also, it is the enlisted personnel that favor the longer duration
seminars, 28 favoring a seminar of at least two weeks
o
K. Summary *
As stressed earlier in this chapter , there can be no accurate
measure of the effectiveness of a program which stresses bacic values *
The psychological impact of a seminar may have a deep effect on an
individual for a brief period of time following the experience, but
the impressions may be short-lived and disappear without fruits It was
for this reason that the selected random sample was taken from a grout)
that had been exposed to the seminar technique many months past. Stilly
the indications gathered present a strong case for the merit of the
seminar technique. Approximately three out of four indicated that
they gained a new or increased insight into moral responsibility in
the areas of country, naval service, unit, shipmates snd most important
of all, in relation to selfo Further, forty-five indicated an im-
provement in personal performance of duty, seventy-five indicated
no change, and only three reported that the seminar experience had
an adverse influence on personal performances Surely, these items
in themselves tend to substantiate the worth of the seminar and
justify the many many man hours that were involved.. A still better
measure of the effectiveness of the program may exist=-this is the
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objective of the Fleet Air V&ng THREE Seminar • The writers believe that
the objective is being achieved
The seminar* s objective is to get people to think about their
effectiveness in the chain of leadershipo The materials are
designed to stimulate the thinking process Once this happens
a chain reaction starts? thoughts are crystal!zed—thoughts are
expressed—-prejudices disappear—new ideas are born-=ddeas are
strengthened—.self discipline is developed—attitudes are im-
proved—personal responsibility is accepted 3
The statistics bear out the fact that improvement is being achieved.
3Leadership Seminar Guide, Commander Fleet Air Wing THREE, NAS,




THE SEMINAR/GROUP DISCUSSION THEORY
"The force or strength of one man would
hardly suffice if men did not arrange
mutual aid and exchange*"
Spinoza
A. Introduction .
That the writers boldly assume the seminar/group discussion
technique to be the most effective approach to leadership training
does not, in itself, constitute any degree of validity nor does it
merit the acceptance of such a thesis by the reader* Therefore, this
chapter is devoted to providing the necessary background into the
learning theory and psychological involvement embodied in a small-
group seminar situation, in order that a better appreciation of the
value of this technique may be gained • Group discussion and the
seminar will be treated individually.
B. Group Discussion *
By definition, group discussion is that form of discourse which
occurs when two or more persons, recognizing a common problem, ex-
change and evaluate information and ideas in an effort to solve the
problem. Their effort may be directed toward a better understanding
of the problem, or toward the development of a program of action
relative to the problem*
"Hf. Howell and D* Smith, Discussion (New York? MacMillan, 1956),W 5-7*
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From the above definition, it becomes apparent that a discussion
is not synonymous with an exchange of words A discussion must be
purposeful . This distinction is pointed out to make it clear to the
reader that the authors are not in any way advocating talking about
problems just for the sake of talkingo Conversation, debate, and
"bull sessions," while useful ways of passing time, will not achieve
the solution of a problem unless they are purposeful • With the ever
increasing number of commitments the Navy has to accomplish, "talking
things over" without purpose becomes a luxury we can ill afford
Understanding the importance of purpose, let us turn to the re-
maining elements required in a discussions 1) recognizing a common
problem; 2) exchanging and evaluating information and ideas, 3) causing
action, based on an increased understanding of the problem
•
1. Recognizing a common problem s A problem must be made meaningful
to the men who are to discuss it. Unless the subject matter is made
relevant to the individuals in the group, little interest will be
generated. The Bureau of Naval Personnel has compiled and distri-
buted discussion guides that focus on a host of problems concerning
the officers and men of the Navy. The use of these materials, then,
satisfies one element of the discussion period.
2. Exchanging and evaluating information and ideass A properly
presented problem is bound to generate thought • Idkewise, the
thoughts evoked will be different to some degree between indivi-
duals. Since the discussion process requires not only the
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expression of ideas > but also the evaluation of the ideas expressed
,
it necessarily follows that men are forced to think~«to arrive at the
truth. Proper presentation of the problem by the discussion leader
will automatically accomplish another element necessary for a dis»
cussion.
3. Causing actipn e based on understandings As the problem is
analyzed and the participants are exposed to the many viewpoints of
the group, a new understanding of the problem begins t© eraerge This
understanding is not the ultimate goal, but it is an essential ingredi<=
ent to the achievement of the ultimate goal, which is the development
of a program of action • In some cases action may be mutually developed
and prosecuted, but in other instances the action may involve only one
individual. Action need not be outward* If the discussion results
in getting men to think ., to take away with them an idea to ponder over
at other times, action has been achieved. In the area of acceptance
of individual responsibility, thought, unquestionably, is the most
powerful action that can occur. If a discussion can plant the seed,
the germination process can occur at later discussion sessions*, at
"bull sessions" in the barracks, at work, or, on liberty 9 or during
the quiet periods that fill the void of the day e
Having considered the ingredients and factors necessary for a pro-
ductive group discussion, let us now turn to other factors which lend




As indicated earlier 9 a common problem must be recognized in the
group discussion o The very fact that the problem is common makes all
of the participants involved • Personal involvement forces an indi-
vidual to actively participate; participation results in interaction:
and the interaction process necessitates cpmmunication and verbalization *
This process results in the participant voluntarily forming his own
opinions and conclusions • It is a widely accepted theory that be-
havioral change is best accomplished if the individual has actively
participated in arriving at the decision which dictates su©h a change.
As mentioned above, communication and verbalization are necessary
if interaction takes place* Assisted by the discussion leader, par-
ticipants frequently are encouraged to rephrase ideas in language more
meaningful to others in the group Through this procedure participants
begin to realize that what they thought someone had always believed is
not what he actually believes This can frequently add considerably
to group solidarity. The process of verbalization during communcation
forces an individual to put into words such intangible factors as
ideals, loyalties, sentiments, truths, etc., which may have been
"felt," but never reasoned over or thought through Putting these
feelings into words makes them "concrete" and more important in his
daily life.
Another benefit derived from group discussions is achieved as the
result of the individual having to make a commitment on an issue—to
stand up and be counted Making a public commitment produces
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beneficial results. The individual concerned is more apt to maintain
the principles and ideals to which he has committed himself Ad~
ditionally, others in the group, who have been uncertain, may be re-
inforced in their own resolutions
Finally, group discussion provides an excellent means of revealing
interpersonal relations—both to the discussion leader and to the
members of the group Recognition of these relationships provides
greater group harmony <>
C. The Seminar .
By definition, the seminar is that method of purposefully analyzing,
investigating and resolving problems, which primarily incorporates a
series of individual group discussions as its central vehicle, inter»
spersed and spiced by formal lectures and/or other varieties of
training, in order to supply background information and knowledge with
which to achieve more meaningful and intelligent discussion No
specific time period is dictated, however 9 a period in excess of three
days is normal
•
The above definition indicates that the seminar employs, and relies
to a great extent on, the previously mentioned advantages of group dis~
cussions, however, it does not limit itself solely to the group
discussion technique „ On the contrary, the seminar method recognizes
the need for variety, ingenuity, and freshness in achieving the maximum
in instruction or training • Learning theory dictates that the longer
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the training program, the greater the need for variety. The seminar
technique, then, eliminates the boredom presented by a unilateral
approach to leadership training
•
Doctors DePhillips, Berliner and Cribbin in their excellent work,
Management of Training Programs, point outs
The approach that is used in presenting material to trainees is
of crucial significance because a dull ? monotonous , ineffective
methodology can cancel out job knowledge 9 experience, painstaking
preparation, and individual enthusiasm,^
Training is fundamentally a communications pr®blem If the training
method—the medium of eommunication~-is improperly chosen or unequal
to the task, a tremendous waste of man hours necessarily follows*,
These hours, instead of being productive, stimulating, and challenging 9
are wasteful, boring, and non-productive® Changing the siimalus, ac-
cording to theory, is one of the best ways to gain and maintain
interest. A stereotyped, unilateral method of training—be it formal
lectures, case stvdies, etco,—results in dwindling interest and
motivation.
It is for the above reasons, therefore, wiatthe seminar is be-
lieved to be the ultimate in producing the greatest benefits, from a
given number of hours devotable to leadership training o It alone
provides the advantages gained by group discussion coupled with the
2
Frank A„ DePhillips, V&lliam Mo Berliner and James Jo Cribbin,
Management of Training Programs (Homewood, Illinois: Richard Do
Irwin, Inc., i960), p* 126.
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dividends received from nix and variety in presentation <,
D. Summary o
This chapter has been devoted to the presentation of theories and
thinking which have caused the writers to accept the thesis that the
seminar/group discussion method of conducting leadership training pro-
duces the maximum return for the time devoted
It was pointed out that, by definition, a discussion must have a
purpose, a common problem must be recognized, ideas and information
must be exchanged and evaluated, and efforts must be made to both under-
stand and solve the problem—that some sort of action (outward or in-
ward) must be achieved
•
Other factors lending support to the advantages of the group dis-
cussion technique were advanced • These included: personal involvement 9
interaction, communication and verbalization, commitment, and inter-
personal relationships
Additionally, the benefits of the seminar method of training were
discussed. It was shown that the seminar enjoys the advantages of group
discussions (since it relies chiefly on this method of training), yet
defeats the problem of boredom and lack of interest produced by em-
ploying a single training method, through varying the training with
other techniques such as the formal lecture, movies, etc
The writers believe that the seminar/group discussion technique
of leadership training is the most productive and beneficial to both
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the Navy and the individual c
There can be no greater a persuasive argument for the benefit of
the seminar than the view expressed by a Third Class Petty Officer who,
in response to the questionnaire, wrote;
It starts a man to think, and a thinking man is already started
his leadership trainingo The funny thing about his leadership
training is it helps a man to find himself • A person with the
right ideals, inside where it count
s
8 does s lot more for his






Subnitted in partial fulfillment of






The above words, which appear on the title page of this paper
,
may cause some to ponder over the correlation between a research paper
submitted as a requirement for a degree in Management and a study de-
voted to the subject of Naval Leadership. This is the era of high speed
electronic date processing, statistical decision making, economic analy-
sis, and highly sophisticated and complex weaponry* Vhy the emphasis
on leadership training? The reason is simple—the modern management
era too frequently overlooks the individual. The weapons we have
today will be obsolete tomorrow and the methods of analysis will soon
be inadequate; however, the individual will nevei become outdated.
It is the individual who operates the modern gadgetry; it is the in-
dividual who must accept responsibility for the further advancement
of society; and it is the individual that must be the primary concern
of management.




Management is the development of people and jriot the direction
of things . If this fact were more generally accepted, ncany
management difficulties would disappear The executive or
supervisor who says that he would rather exhaust himself
doing things correctly than expend the time and patience
necessary to get other people to do them correctly is ad-
mitting that he cannot manage,
*
It is this very same development of the individual that is the
esstnca of General Order No 21. This development is referred to as
leadership training, but it is, in fact, management training—manage-
ment training stressing individual acceptance of responsibility.
That the Secretary of the Navy should find it necessary to issue
an order directing emphasis on the need for leadership training was
determined to be necessary by the trends that were, and are taking
place in our country©
This period of history is involved in rapid and tremendous change,
and, as the tempo of the times changes, so too do the attitudes and
values of the officers and men of our Navy. While it is recognized
that the majority of naval personnel come from excellent homes and
have been exposed to good influences prior to entering the naval
service, it must be recognized that they are also exposed and affected,
to a greater or lesser degree, by many of the undesirable influences
and attitudes that abound in our culture » The Navy is not an isolate
cell, but is a true cross section of our country • What affects our
Lawrence A. Appley, Management in Action (New York? American
Management Association, 1957) » P« 323«
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country affects our Navy, and what affects our Navy affects our
country. Accordingly, the Secretary of the Navy, recognizing the need
for a revitalization of moral character* directed all commands to re-
emphasize Naval leadership in all of its aspects
Unfortunately, all officers do not realize the importance of
leadership trainings One officer, commenting on the seminar approach
to leadership training, stated the following?
The seminar in concert with the thousand other requirements
from above is a contributing factor to lacking the time neces-
sary to carry out leadership.
Clearly, this officer fails to realize that these "thousand require-
ments" must be accomplished, that they will be accomplished, and that
they can be accomplished only through the efforts of many individuals
.
He fails to realize that naval leadership is management £ that good
management will accomplish these "thousand requirements"; that manage-
ment is the art of "getting things done through the efforts of other
2
people."
As a measure of the appreciation of the management problem, a
survey was undertaken to determine the degree of implementation of
General Order No. 21 It was discovered that only two out of three
commands actively carry out a leadership program containing the
elements of General Order No. 21. In the phraseology of Lawrence





expend the necessary time, patience, and effort to develop the indivi=
dual. This, however, does not mean that the need for leadership
training is not apparent • As indicated in the survey 9 93° 5 percent
of the officers expressed the opinion that such a need existSo The
problem appears twofold? 1) a reluctance to invest the necessary time,
effort and patience, and 2) a lack of appreciation of the role of
leadership at all levels in accomplishing the Navy9 s mission*.
As a corollary to the above mentioned survey 9 a second survey was
undertaken to determine the effectiveness of &n active leadership pro-
gram that stresses 100$ participation in a four day leadership seminaro
This survey was conducted utilizing a random sample of members of the
five squadrons under Commander Fleet Air V&ng THEEEo A definite in=
dication was gained that a significant percentage of the respondents
improved in personal performance of duty e Of more importance, however,
was the result that approximately seventy percent of the respondents
indicated that the seminar experience gave them a new or increased in-
sight into moral responsibility to country, naval service , unit, ship-
mate and self • Certainly, no higher goal can be strived<=for than an
increase of moral responsibility, a strengthening of the moral fibre
of our Navy and our country*
B. Conclusions .
Through the years a host of leadership/management principles, pro-
cedures, and models have been developedo It is a reasonable assumption,
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and one need but observe to see it in action, that any reasonably
competent individual can carry out the leadership function by learning
and applying these indicated principles and procedures*
It seems clear that leadership, as management, is becoming more of
a science and less of an arto It might be said that leadership becomes
less and less a matter of courage, bravado, and "foHow=me«boys," but
more and more a matter of training, example, and good management
Recognizing this fact, one should not hold the erroneous concept that
the leader is a manipulator of a set of fixed routines and procedures
.
In addition to mastery of scientific skills , effective leadership re-
quires intuition and inspiration—supplied by moral characters
Our Navy and its leaders share no rivals o V&thout question*, the
Navy, s present leaders possess a wealth of knowledge and a high degree
of competence in leadership However , their knowledge of the subject
may be likened to the "shoemaker's son who goes around barefoot,"
interpreted in this case to mean that those in a leadership position
are likely to be so occupied with the business of leading that they
can seldom find time to recognize the need for, or the necessity for,
leadership training at all levels. The correlation between leadership
training and "getting the job done" is too frequently overlooked
c
Perhaps top leaders are too familiar with, or too close to, the
leadership/management principles and procedures to appreciate the
void that exists in these areas at lower levels Or, perhaps a
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number of our officers at the command level , having had an opportunity
to observe many leaders in the past, and having been exposed to many
different types of leadership through the years , have become over-
exposed to the subjects Whatever the reason^ this study has indicated
that only two out of three commands are actually complying with General
Order No. 21.
In leadership there are few absolutes • The methods and techniques
of leadership can be observed, catalogued, studied , and taught f but,
the application of these principles alone eludes the universal achieve-
ment of outstanding results* It is the belief of the writers that the
transcending power between the application of leadership procedures
and principles, and the attainment of outstanding results in all
endeavors, is an awareness and practice of moral responsibility on the
part of both leaders and followers.
Through the medium of the survey, this study has shown that the
seminar technique is the most appropriate method in achieving a
greater understanding of these desired attributes. Many studies have
been conducted in an effort to determine the traits of successful
leaders. Just as many traits have been exposedo The results of
great leadership can be assessed in terms of projects completed,
results produced, mssions accomplished, and "E9 s" won 5 the traits and
techniques of great leaders can be determined and categorized; but





It is submitted that it is this vague,
terminable factor—moral character—which produces great leaders and
intelligent, willing followers.
It has been pointed out that the reason for the birth of General
Order No. 21 was the realization of a higher degree ©f moral responsi-
bility in naval personnel . Put another way, the Navy is attempting
to change the attitude of individuals "Most theories of influence
or change accept the premise that change does not ©ceur mnless the
individual is motivated and ready to changeo" It is a to© common
assumption that merely pointing out to a person some of his areas of
deficiency, or some failure on his part in these areas 9 is sufficient
to induce in him a readiness to change and to accept the guidance or
recommendation of the source. Certainly this assumption overlooks the
psychological resistance to change that exists in all individuals A
program that neglects, or doesn't allow for, these psychologocal re=>
sistances to change is likely to be self-defeatir.g=>-no matter how much
effort is directed to the actual presentation of the new desired atti-
tudes .
It is for this reason that the seminar/guided discussion technique
is concluded to be the best suited to achieve the goals of General
Order No. 21. It allows the individual time to think and orient
heith Davis and William Go Scott, Readings, in Human Relations






himself. It provides for the development of the motivation to change
and "greases the ways" for a readiness to change Single „ inter-
mittent, formal lectures or guided discussions 9 routinely conducted
during the slack times in daily operations, cannot 9 by themselves,
hope to provide the proper atmosphere for productive leadership
training.
Our country achieved its greatness on the strength of moral
responsibility and moral leadership . It will retain its place in
the world only by raaintaing these high standards The advanced tech-
nological break-throughs made by our scientists mean little to the
status of our national character.
So, too, it is in the naval service • The unrivaled position of
the United States Navy was not achieved on the strength of the su-
periority of the vessels or the aircraft,, it was gained by those who
manned these ships and aircraft • It was gained by the men of character
who fought and died, by those who worked each day at tasks both
pleasant and unpleasant, by those who stood for the principles in
which they believed, by those who recognized and fulfilled their moral
responsibility.
It is this recognition of responsibility and the acceptance of
this responsibility that is the goal of leadership training o It is
this same moral responsibility that General Order No 21 strives to
promote. General Order N© 21 is indeed needed—now— and tomorrowo
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The very f^ct_thit_aniy TWO OUT OF ?HI^_commands are actually
carrying ou^ a General
m
Order of the Secretary of the Navy is a glaring
testimonial to its_neecL
So among those who cooperate the things that are seen are
moved by the things unseeno Out of the void comes the Spirit
that shapes the ends of men -*°
Chester Io Bernard , The Functions of the Executive (Cambridge
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THE FLEET AIR WING THREE LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
Leadership at Fleet Air Wing THREE is an active, everyday part
of routine designed to reach all levels of the organization It is
not just a requirement by the superior^, but is a requirement that is
also supported and encouraged by the superior Commander Fleet Air
Wing THREE requires an active program to be carried out by his
squadron commanding officers and he supports them by providing a
Leadership Seminar conducted by the Staff Leadership Offieeo The
following action is required of commanding officers:
(l) Regularly and personally conduct leadership discussions
•with their squadron officers to give support and guidance to
their individual effortSo
(2)o 00 actively discuss at these conferences projects which
are a part of the leadership improvement effort of the
squadron
o
(3) "Integrate into their training programs on a continuing
basis both the technical and moral principles and practices of
leadership n Each training session shall include discussion
of the technical skills or knowledge learned at that session*
This must be woven in with the material covered and not be a
separate short leadership session,
(4) Require each head of department each month to lead
a discussion with his officers and supervisory petty officers ou <
(5) Require regular leadership discussions at the crew,
shop or division level
(6) Use the FAW-3 Leadership Seminar as follows;
1Commander Fleet Air Wing THREE INSTRUCTION 5390 olA dated 20 June I963,
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(a) Require ail personnel to attend the *l-day FAW-3
leadership Seminar as soon as practicable after reporting
and prior to being a member of a combat aircrew or assign-
ment to a specific department All officers and petty
officers second ©lass and senior shall attend the Senior
Seminar and all others the Junior Seminar
o
The Fleet Air Wing THREE Leadership Seminar provides more than
support for the commanding officers, it provides a base upon which
the squadron leadership program can be built These seminars, which
last a minimum of twenty=eight hours v over a four-day period, are con-
ducted at two levels - a senior seminar composed of commissioned
officers and second class petty officers and above and a junior
seminar, composed of ttird class petty officers and non-rated
oersonnel. This seminar is more than just a seminar in leadership
for the benefit <f participants it is a seminar designed to teach
the participant the art of conducting leadership discussions and to
use the tools of leadership to assist others
2
The objectives of this seminar are as follows?
1» To emphasize the importance of each person in authority
and his moral responsibility to adhere to the standards of leadership
set forth in General Order Noo 21 and U. So Navy Regulations
2. To increase the awareness by persons in authority of
their moral responsibility to demonstrate those traits essential
to effective Naval Leadership
o
2
Leadership Seminar Guide, Commander Fleet Air Wing THREE, NAS
Brunswick, Maine, undated, po lo
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3 » To emphasize the moral responsibility the person in authority
has not only to his superiors but for the attitudes and performance
of his subordinates
o
4» Through inspiration and a greater sense of moral responsi-
bility to seek and plan an aggressive 9 systematie program of self-
improvement in technical and managerial skills in order to be more
effective as a leader
5© To develop participants* skill in using the methods,
techniques and tools which are effective in leadership development
of subordinates
o
To meet the objectives of the seminar, it is divided into two
parts covering fourteen topic areas The topics and time spent on
3
each topic are as follows %
PART I - FOUNDATIONS OF LEADERSHIP (12 HOURS)
I Starting the Seminar
II General Order Noo 21
III The Basis of Naval Leadership
IV What do Your Men Want?
V Implications of the POW studies
VI How Important are Your Wants?
VII Leadership Check Lists









FART II - TOOLS OF LEADERSHIP (16 HOURS ]




3Tbid c« p« iio
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XI How to Prepare and Lead Guided Discussions 1 Hour
XII How to Get the Most out of the Materials 3 Hours
XIII Each Member a Discussion Leader &j Hours
XIV Summation !•§ Hours
In reviewing the above program, it appears to be a straight-
forward follow the outline type program % however , it is far from that.
It is a program that stimulates the thinking of the participants and
then allows them to develop their thoughts to gain an understanding
of each of the areas o It is a program that stresses moral responsi-
bility, a program where the participant finds himself in an atmosphere
suited to reflective thinking It is a program which requires par-
ticipation by each member j however, those members who fail to
participate in active discussion still find themselves listening to
others and thinking about the problem Frequently persons express
the opinion that the first two days were wasted or dragged-on, but
that the third and fourth day were most valuableo This is evidence
of the time required to allow persons to "think-throughH the problem
area So It is the problem of time that is so critical to the success
of any such programs A person can sit through a half-hour guided
discussion with a closed mind, but he cannot remain detached from
the matter under discussion for a period of four days. Sooner or
later he must think through some of the problems discussed and make
personal decisions based on his viewpoint So Even those persons,
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and there are some, who leave the seminar feeling that they have
completely wasted four days, have spent some time in thoughtful self-




NAVAL LEADERSHIP QUESTIONNAIRE ONE
(With summation of responses)
This questionnaire will provide data for a research paper on
Nava3 Leadershipo Please complete the form and return it as soon
as is convenient o Your help will be greatly appreciated
Rank: No other identification is desired.
1. Was there an active leadership program at your last duty station
which emphasized the elements of General Order N© 21?
Yes 62 No 33
2. Did members of your last duty station attend formal leadership
SEMINARS conducted by the command, leadership teams or senior
command ?





1 week or more 13
Don't know 1
Yes 55 No 39 Don e t know 1






Greater than 75$ 10
3. Was there a continuing program of guided discussions conducted
within your last command?
Yes 6k No 31
7h
































5* As a result ojPjtheJLeadership program at your last duty stations
No program, not applicable 30
Increased Decreased Remained same




Compliance with naval customs
(saluting, etCo):
Interest of Div* Officers/
Dept. Heads in Enlo pers:
Vulgarity of speech:
Wearing of uniform (smartness)
Cleanliness of living spaces:




















6. Do you consider a leadership program which utilizes frequent
guided discussions:
Worth the efforts Yes ?8 No 12 No reply 5
Generally a waste of time: 12 48 35
7. Do you consider a leadership program which requires a high
percentage of personnel attend a formal three ©r four day leader-
ship seminars
Worth the efforts Yes 40 N@ 42 No rep?.y 13
Generally a wast© ©f times 29 29 37
8. Have you ever participated in a guided discussion on naval
leaderships
Yes 86 No 9
9. Have you ever conducted a guided discussion ©n naval
leaderships
Yes 68 No 27
10. Do you consider that a need exists for a Naval Leadership
program within the naval services
Yes 86 No 9
lis What type program do you consider most appropriates
(see next page for replies)




13. Are there any other officers attending the Management Curriculum
that served with you at your last duty stations
Yes No Number
By comparing yes responses with type duty station and number
involved, it was determined that there were eighty-eight commands
represented o
NavSta or NAS 11





Naval Leadership Questionnaire ONE -
Question 11 ]jfoat_tyj>e program do .y^u^^onsidej^most appropriates
Inasmuch as the significance of meaning could not be retained
if responses are compiled 9 listed below are the individual responses,,
Guided Discussions - (no other qualifications) 10 Responses
Discussion - periodic appraisal counseling
Short (one hour or less) but frequent (one's/week) informal
guided discussion
Leader living as example - guided discussion - dynamic lectures
Presentation of topic by individual followed by guided discussion
Small group guided discussions
Group discussions of 10 to 15 men held at regular intervals -
monthly or bi-weekly
Discussion program with command level attention - couple with
seminar conducted by outside speakers
Seminar type, guided discussion types. Utilize enlisted to
train enlisted and officers to train officers
•
Spontaneous informal discussions whenever the opportunity
arises between the officer and his mem Guided discussion by
XO with wardroom officers*
Weekly discussions by senior officers - or monthly by senior
officers and weekly by trained CPOs
Guided discussions by division officers in small groups
Seminars plus guided discussions
Seminar type (conference - ease study method) and visual
presentation
Small PO seminars conducted by instructors (commissioned - CPOs
who have done some homework)
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A three to four day seminar for personnel who mil administer
find present overall program with shorter presentation to overall
command as part of "training day" or ground training syllabus
.
Monthly k»6 hour seminar led by experienced officers - CDR
and above
Seminar for nucleus of crew with discussions within shipboard
training programs
Five day formal for third class and above
Seminar/round table
Division level at local command/formal seminar type away from
command with no other personnel from your command present
Reading and separate seminars for officers and petty officers
Seminar
As being conducted
Present program with increased emphasis should be adequate
Present system good if used
Essentially same as -present
Voluntary
Formal
Rotating discussion where each mar must gtdd© the d£ . ission on some
subject with brief presentationo Active participation as leader
of group requiring considerable presentation preparation
Formal training for officers and ranking petty officers
Formal training for officers and leading petty officers who in
turn conduct training for men
Human relations seminar




Educational psychology and personnel management formal training
that stresses motivational behavior
Formal, with planned topics and participation of all attendees
Handled as part of overall training program
An informal program conducted within limited grade ipans lead
by a seminar trained group member
Constant living leadership by improving caliber of officers
who in turn inspire nen to devotion to duty, discipline, etc*,
formal classroom lectures on moral duties get to be ridiculous
Informal program run by a sincere 8 career officer
Hold discussions with junior officers 5 CO, XO with Department
Heads; they in turn with division officers^ they with Chiefs and
on down the line
Precept and example
A basic course concerning morale, responsibility, snd loyalty
«
This should be given early in a man 9 s career and then the type
program for each commend as outlined in GO No . 21
Personal interest and guidance at division level
One that has meaning and not just for a check-off list
More demonstration by example e Often we don't practice what we
preach A good balance between seminsr and guided discussion is the
best.
One encompassing both ethics and moral responsibility on a group
participation basis* A minimum of lectures on subjects group is
hazy about
•
All around lectures, seminar, group and individual efforts and
work
One that grows from within - not one required by instructions
from higher authority
First, officers set the example o Second 9 guided discussions by
division officers and senior POs
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Frequent, short meetings with personnel for ex-change of ideas 3.n&
information
Programs are in effect at most stations I personally favor the
small group situation
Much less formal - agree with the formal seminars and training
sessions at the training center - but desire less formal programs
aboard ship
Current program could use more life Would continue emphasis
on direction by CPOs and P0s o More effective if senior enlisted
are first properly motivated
Less formal approach - avoid a captive group
Tailored lectures for specific groups , using current national
and international situations as a tie-in
Group presentation
No formal program „ On the job precept and example
o
Division level program with trained POs
One that is flexible enough to meet the units varying needs
Every action of a CO should be designed to guide , teach, and show
by example the basic fundamental and principles of leadershipo
Present programs represent Mfollow«shipn
Individual effort t enforced by command and higher interest
One directed to officers and petty officers on fairly limited
scope. The best leadership is the example set by senior personnel,
both officer and enlistedo
The type program that starts from CO and works down - that program
which has the division officer ss its key mano The locally oriented
implemented program
Leadership is a responsibility of command , of people, not programs.
I think we need to instill the interest of more officers and this
should be started with some of our CDRS and LCDRs - then it should
allow senior petty officers the opportunity of conducting some
department and division level programs Many of mj? junior officers.
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unfortunately 9 don 9t have the needed interest or knowledge to carry
out sn effective campaign
Shipboard discussion lecture type program in which all hands
participate o Sincere effort to attain Navy»s objectives are
important, command interest is primary
Not sure- have never served where there was an effective program




NAVAL LEADERSHIP QUESTIONNAIRE TWO
(With summation of responses)
You have been selected at random to complete a questionnaire
concerning the Naval Leadership Program as it ^ r inducted within
Fleet Air Wing THREE. Although your responses will reflect the
program as it affects you as a member of a specific squadron
within Fleet Air Wing THREE, no identification of individuals or
of particular squadron is desired. This questionnaire will not
be utilised within the squadron nor within Fleet Air Wing THREE*
but will be forwarded to a naval officer attending the U. S» Naval
Postgraduate School , Monterey, California, where it will be used
in compiling a research paper on Naval Leadership Programs 6 Your
careful attention to the completion of this form and your frank
responses will be appreciated.
Your rank/rate:
lo General Order 21 stresses moral responsibility as an element
of naval leadership » Did you, through attendance at the four=day
Fleet Air Wing THREE Leadership Seminar, gain a new or increased
insight to moral responsibility:
Yes 95 No 29 No reply 2
In the following specific areas:
Yes No No reply
To your country: 88 28 10
To the naval service: 86 32 9
To your unit: 80 36 10
To your shipmates: 86 29 11
To yourself: 91 27 8
2. If the answer to any of the absve is yes 9 do you consider that
a program of naval leadership training consisting of guided*
discussions conducted on a periodic basis, without the attendance

of a seminar such as the FAW-3 seminar, could produce a similar
or equally beneficial understanding of naval leadership, and moral
responsibility
:
Yes 81 No 24 No reply 21
3* In comparison to other duty stations at -which you served , cheek
each item below as it applies to Fleet Air Wing THREE?
More Less About same No,.reply
Loyalty to naval service: 22
. 13 86 5
Loyalty to units 36 30 fr 6
Devotion to duties? 2? 20 73 6
Compliance with Naval
customs? (saluting, etco) 28 41 50 7
Interest of Div officers/
Depto Heads in Enl*
Personnel: 37 33 49 7
Wearing of uniform: Smarter Sloppy
23 37 60 6
Discipline: Better Poorer
27 34 62 ^^
Vulgarity of speech? More less
26 23 71 6
Cleanliness of living Cleaner ',Less Cle?n
spaces? 53 12 55 6
Cleanliness of work
spaces? 40 17 63 6
Work standards? Richer Lower
33 23 64 6
4, Do you consider that your personal performance of duty has as
a result of your attendance at the FAW-3 Leadership Seminar?
Improved 45 Remained Same 75 Decreased 5
No reply 1
5» Did you, at the time that you completed the FAW-3 Leadership
Seminar, consider it?
Worth the time and effort?












6. Now that many months have elapsed* d@ you day the seminar?
Yes No
^LJ£§e2JL
Worth the time and efforts 85 30 11
Generally a waste of times 26 83 17
Your recotrnnended_duj^ign_of_a_seminarg
(See Chapter V for a more detailed analysis of responses'
Days Responses Weeks
10 1 (5 days) 1913 2 262 3 1
3 6 4 1
* 7
7 1
8 1 More often 1
No reply 46
7. Did attendance at the seminar influence y©u§
Enlisted - to reenlisti Yes 10
Officer - to request augmentation
or retentions Yes 1
An additional part of this question* an attempt to determine possible
adverse effects of the seminar as tsertains to re= enlistment, was
written in an ambiguous manner and was discarded t
8. Is there a continuing program of leadership discussions within
your squadron?
Yes 72 No 50 No reply 4








9» Attitude of personnel towards leadership discussions!
Favorably impressed? 51 Antagonist!c____J£_
Noticeably disinterest; 23 Indifferent 77
10. Have you ever conducted a guided discussions
Yes 101 No 25
11. Do you consider that a need exists for a naval leadership
program within the Naval services
Yes 116 No 10
12. If answer to 11 o is yes, what type program do you consider
most effective?
(See Chapter V for an analysis of responses to this question)
13 • Please make a short statement as to your opinion of the
Leadership Seminar approach to leadership trainings
RESPONSES OF OFFICER GROUP
One day is plenty
Too lengthy, some topics warranted more time to discuss, some
topics should have been eliminatedo
The seminar approach tends to emphasize the Leadership
Program by:
(1) Having a trained instructor illustrate the better
methods of conducting group discussions
(2) Ensuring that each person reporting into a FAW-3
squadron , receives at least one comprehensive course on the purpose
of the Leadership Program and of General Order 21
(3) Removing the false conception that Naval Leadership and
Moral behavior are idealistic qualities achieved by only a
few and are beyond the capabilities of the average person.
It gets people to talk about leadership which in turn makes
them think about leadership which in turn may get them to do
something about ito
The seminar approach has the advantage of allowing an encouraging
indiv. , thought and expression on leadership.
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Excellent I have found it the most successful type of
classroom training The participants are able to channel the
subjects discussed to meet their own interestSo
No reply
The seminar in concert with the thousand other requirements
from above is a contributing factor to lacking the time necessary
to carry out leadership
o
After a day or two when the group got to know one another
and loosen up the seminar came into its owno
It is good to get people off on the right foot <= thinking
about their moral responsibility and inspire them to generate
this feeling to others through daily contact
o
Very good if LOW pressure and about 1-2 dayso FAW»3
course is very bad, high pressure, mandatory and too longo
We are talking the program to death o Everybody knows what
their responsibilities are. It is dynamic action that is needed*
Seminars are real good if people are interested and if they
speak up. Some people feel that the seminar is mandatorily thrust
upon them so they clam up and quietly sit through the duration
not wanting to say a word* OPINION: Leadership should be a
spontaneous subject which is automatically worked into the daily
schedule of personal interactions.
Good the first time around - many negative effects from
sending people through more than once, i e » individual concept
expanded into crew concept whereby people were pushed into canned
problems and discussions which had already been kicked to death
like the "dead horse*"
The leadership on the PO level is different from that on
the officer. Both the Jr PO and the Jr Officers could learn
much from the CPO and a seminar should be slanted this way -
not entire time spent on the definition of a nebulous term such
as "moral" - which I'm sure that many college professors have
not reached an agreement, let alone a 3?d class POo Also Jr
Officers and CPOs could learn much from LCDRs and CDRso Still
the discussion should be kept on a practical nature . Discussing
every day problems in the shop and save the more subjective
problems for the expert So
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Many good aspects &nd some good ideas brought out* I
think div* officer/CPO should attend with emphasis on learning
to conduct guided discussions among assigned men
The seminar is beneficial if the contributing personnel
discuss intelligently and just minor gripes.
I estimate that 90$ of officer and enlisted personnel are
not skilled in the guided discussion technique and_neyer_vill_be ,
RESPONSES OF SENIOR ENLISTED GROUP
I think it is worth-while and everyone should attend its
It is very helpful to some if they know what they are there for.
It should be a little longer; also have more tapes and films
„
In the CFAW-3 leadership seminar, at the beginning I was
left with the feeling for a desire for a few definite answers to
the questions presented before the group - as the seminar pro-
gressed, the light began to dawn as to what the seminar was
striving to attain and at the conclusion I was greatly impressed
with the end results, which was the stimulation of each of us as
an individual to think on his own creatively and quickly^ Also
the accumulation of ideas presented by others helped greatly in
adding to or altering my own ideas to specific situations*
Excellent, but it is discouraging to one of high standards
to find his seniors as well as juniors, settling for less.
Especially after you have just finished the seminar « I believe
more senior petty officers and officers should attend the seminars
and practice what they preach.
It is an outstanding method of motivating personnel in the
category of naval leadership,- It tends to ro.*^tivate those whose
mind & ideas get "stagnant, w and shows many methods on how to
improve the naval leadership program - starting with ourselves.
Outstanding - only if applied by those in attendance
I was impressed with the amount of material covered also with
the way the instructor handled each and every situation that
arose. I think the seminar approach was goodo
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I feel the seminar is the most effective I have at tended
o
Although the FAW-3 semmr, being typical for @ur navy was to©
short* More time is needed for such things as the tape recordings
by CDR THORNTON e This more than anything else road© m© realise
the importance of the naval leadership programo It gave me
an insight to the real hardship ©f war and being captured <» I had
never realized o 1 feel it impressed most ©£ the (unexperienced)
men the same way e 1 w©uld like to attend another seminar ©nly a
longer more thorough oneo I feel ©very man in ©ur Mavy ? Officer
and enlisted alike should attend a similar seminar as FiW 3 e s at
least one a year
It is very good training* 1 think airmen should be able to
attend these seminars e
Basic for shop - continuous applied leadership - and training
for everyday use Q
Very good
I think there should be a monthly discussion ©n leadership
rather than a seminar ©nee ©very few years
o
Very good
Enforced for a short period & any g@©d impression lost in
as short a
Discussions on Naval leadership 9 not so much time spent ©n
discussions on other matters
It appeared to be based on a college level and eur problem
is getting at the men without a high school ©dwsationo That
would require a lower seal© of guided discussion not on a college
level
o
The FAW»3 seminar is very goodo Th© personal touch of a
lecture or discussion by the Division Chief, Division Officer
or Department Head to subordinate personnel in "conference style"
is most effective in getting policy, problems, difficulties,
plaudits etco, over to the meno The time to apply "praise in
public" is at these meeting* in addition to the formal
commendatory masto Bad apples and thick headed personnel usually
attend & hear other mens opinions of what should be done & howj
this has, in some cases, effect over the "lay th© law to them"
routine, by senior petty officers and officers.
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It is a good idea
I believe it lays a good foundation for unit leadership
efforts • It provides a sort of training ground on basic prin*
ciples and techniques of guided discussions which otherwise
might not be learned by those not acquainted with the process
Of course its success depends on the practical applications of
what is learned
I believe its the best possible approach to the problem^,
T think it means well but its not carried outo Too many
feel let the other guy do it & in my ©pinion its not working*
Waste of men°s time, Defense Dept, Navyo Recruit future
leaders not just bodies
No training for job*




Frvorable th©» it should be a little longer
The seminar approach is good 9 but leadership training should
continue after the seminar is over*




Very well organized • Bringing out matters which are too often
taken for granted make a person think for himself at all levels
The leadership seminar is like an innoculation , its effect
wears off after awhile, therefore it should be repeated period-
ically. I am nearing the completion of 20 years service.
A waste of time and man hours
»
The approach that FAW-3 uses is good* as far as it goes, but
there is not enough time to fully develop ideas © The recording
of the sessions helps, as people can be reminded of ideas, and
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given time to contemplate more fully on points brought up<>
Excellent.
It starts a man to think, and a thinking man is already
started his leadership training. The funny thing about this
leadership training is it helps a man to find himself a A person
with the right ideals, inside where it counts, and does a lot more
for his country than even he realizes.
A good basis for senior petty officers & division officers
who can in turn instruct & guide junior men
The idea in itself is a good one, but I feel that four
days is too long, and only re-hashs what was really covered on
the first day of the seminar, that is why I suggest just a one
day leadership seminar, to be held quarterly
As conducted by FAW-3 I do not like or agree with it. I
believe mixing ratings and ranks is the first mistakeo A LT
makes a sage observation based on education and experience,
leaving the uneducated seaman or 3rd class with nothing to say
that the LT thinks is worthwhile. The entire proceedings then goes
from there to worse.
It is very good and should be standard throughout the Navy.
It makes the individual think for himself
•
Depends on the individuals interest on views toward naval
leadership. Some people have expressed favorable views while
others negative and waste of time & man hours.
Has a very effective way of bringing out the true feelings
of all persons present end is bound sooner or later to bring out
the true dissentions of all methods of good leadership.
Very beneficial to give petty officers and non petty officers
an insight into what is desired.
Guided discussion is a good way to put the point across.
No reply - 14
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RESPONSES OF JUNIOR ENLISTED GROUP
I feel that this is the best approach because this gives a
person the chance to express his own opinions . And in turn make
him feel that he tt s giving something and has to live up to it
himselfo
A guided discussion gives everyone an opportunity to use
his ideas and thought s»
It >;as to me very interestingc I found out a lot of information
about the naval service that will help me in my naval career
The basic traits of leadership were brought out in our
discussion and was very interestingc
The school was very good & we should keep up with the
seminar leadership in FAW=3o




Discussing should be more specific especially to every day
duties and habits rather than what you would do in a situation
that might arise . I believe if more time were spent on every-




In some cases it is worthwhileo In other cases it is a
waste of time to the squadron
»
No good,
I think that the seminar should be more to the modern Navy
instead of the "old" navy
Effective way to bring across Naval leaderships Which I




Good but should go farther
„
Favorable
I think it is a well organized and efficient seminar
It is a start in the right direction
The seminar was well organized and presented « The one
drawback came in the field of morality* At that point of the class
no one could define just what was needed or wanted Q A truer
picture of communism is also needed*
The officer treats the M too much as a number , and they
seem to use the word "enlisted man" as a curse word and for that
reason I personally believe the seminar useless bee; use that
opinion does not make for good leaders, and the seminar failed
to change any attitudes as far as I could see
In my opinion it is the best way It gives the individuals
a chance to speak out e If you are a seaman or first elass The
seminar makes you think on subjects you might not think about
yourself.
It is very good but should be longer so you can go deeper
into it.
I feel that it is very helpful if it is lead in the right way.
Worthwhile
•
It could be worthwhile if apolied properly
I think that their are just about the same in different ways
It seemed to be a long pointless discussi©no
This seminar in my opinion is poor - because it is mandatory
.
It was a new thing at FAW-3 when I attended and the Chief
who conducted the seminar was not well enough prepared to lead
such a group discus sion Had there been someone more qualified
it would have been much more effective
•
I feel it was a waste of man hours c
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Considered it a very good approach to leadership training
bit believe program should be lengthened c
I think that it was very worthwhile, and learned a lot
about myself and country
.
I think it is a very good thing they have going o Because, most
men do not understand why the Navy is in the shape it is ino
Through srood leadership they will understand its because of them
it is <L they can do something about ito
Very goodo
If one plans to make a career of the Navy the seminar would
be most beneficial in understanding exactly what Naval leadership
is .
I think it is good It holds che interest of the men more
than it does in the squadron discussions
•
I believe it is something that is worth while and which
needs to be stressed more by having class regularly
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